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Abstract：This paper deals wim mrbulence behavior in ben山al boundary 1ayers by means of large eddv

simulatton(LES)．The flow is modeled bv moving an infinite plate in all otherwise qmescent water wlth an

oscillatory and a steady velooty components．The oscillatory Ofle aims to simulate wave effect on the flow．

A number of large．scale turbulence databases have been estabhshed，based on which we have obtmned

talrbulence statastics of the boundary layers，such as Reynolds stress，turbulence ltueuslty．skewness and

flatness of turbulence，and temporal and spataal scales of turbulent bursts．etc．Partacular atteflUon is pard to

the dependences of thuse statastics ON two nondimansional parameters，namely the Reynolds number and

the current-wave velocity ratio defined as the steady Current velocity over the oscillatory velocity amplitude
It is found that the Reynolds stress and turbulence intensity profile differently from phase的phase．and

exhthit two types of dis协butions in柚oscillatory cycle．One is menutonic occurring during the tame when

CUrrent and wave—induced components are in tlle same direction．and the other mflecuonal OCCUrring dunng
the time when current and wave-induced components are in opposite directions．Current component makes

柚asymmetrical time series of Reynolds stress．as well as turbulence iotenslty．although the mean velocity

series is symmetrical嚣a sine／cosine function．The skewness and flatness variations suggest that the

turbulence dtstribution is not a oormaI function but approaches to a nor／llaI one with the increasing of

Reynolds number and the current-wave velocity rano as well，As for turbulent bursting．the dimenslonless

period and the ITtean area of aU bursts per unit bed area tend to increase with Reynolds number and
current-wave velocity ratio，rather than being constant as in steady chaunel flows．

Keywords：Benthal boundary layer,Turbulence，Statistics。LES，Reynolds number,Current-wave velocity
ratio

1．INTRODUCTl0N

Turbulenee behavior in a benthaI boundary layer is a key issue regarding transport of

nutrients，contaminants．heavy metals。and sediments，etc．in estuaries。where the flow is

much different from rivers in that it cannot be assumed steady any more due to the

coexistence of nineif,tides and wind waves．There have been a great number of contributions

devoted to this special issue(Bonnin et a1．2006：Vittori 2003：Costamagna et a1．2003；Mellor
2002；Scotti&Piomelli 200l：Krstic&Fernando 2001：Blondeaux&Vittori 1999；Vittori&

Verzicco 1998；etc．)．However,owing to the complexity in this unsteady environment，

previOUS studies have primarily focused。as Costamagna et a1．(2003)pointed out，on the

identification of transition between the laminar and turbulent regimes(Vittori&Verzicco

1998)and the investigation of the average characteristics(Sana&Shuy 2002；Krstic&

Fernando 2001)and／or lower order statistics“．e．Reynolds stress and turbulence intensity)of
turbulence．Little attention has been devoted to higher order statistics of turbulence in this

unsteady mean flow．such as skewness and flatness，which reveal the probability density

distribution of turbulence．Even fewer efforts have been made t0 disclose the statistics of

bursts in this unsteady circumstance．More and more evidences suggest close link between

sediment resuspension and burst events(Bunnin et a1．2006：Ⅵttori 2003：Nino＆Garcia

1996)．In particular,the temporal and spatial scales have been SUCCESSfully used to

parameterize sediment pickup flux in steady flows rCao 1997)．This motivates investigation

of differences between bursts in steadY and unsteady circumstances(Zhou 20051．With the
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data obtained by means of direct numerical simulation(DNS)．Costamagna et a1．(2003)
identified points in common and difierences between wall turbulenee in oscillatory boundary

layers and the well．investigated turbulence structure in the steady case．Particularly,they

studied the low—speed streaks and argued that a roughly reproducible mean spacing of the

streaks exists in an oscillatory boundary layer and itS value is close to that observed in steady

boundary layers．However，the results weFe described only for the case of Reynolds number

，．片c一7

Re，=等equal to 800，where万=√2％1 is the Stokes length，‰and彩are the
y ⋯

amplitude and the angular frequency of velocity oscillations far from the wall and I，is the

ldnematic viscosity of the fluid．Because of the large computational COSts of DNS，the effects

of Reynolds number on the statistics．especially for benthal boundary layers where currents

and waves coexist，are still left open．

Thanks to large eddv simulation．which is advantageous in its compromise between

accuracy and computational COSts，We are able to obtain in the present paper a number of

databases of different Reynolds number and current—wave velocity ratio．ne Reynolds

number covers a range up to 3500,for which turbulence is thought to be present throughout

the whole cycle(Vittori&Verzicco 1998)．The current—wave velocity ratio ranges from 0 to 3．

With these databases．we have readily worked out a11 kinds of statistics and the characteristics

of bursts in the benthal boundary layers．Furthermore，we have investigated the effects of

Reynolds number and CUlTent—wave velocity ratio on the statistics．

2．LES oF BENTHAL BOUNDARY LAYEIUS

To make a compromise between computational costs and turbulence-resolution，we hereby

conduct large eddy simulations(LES)for benthal boundary layers．ne flow is simulated by

moving a plate in a quiescent water with a periodic velocity component u。cos(甜)，

superimposed by a steady speed component uc．If the reference flanle is fixed on the plate，

the boundary layer is exactly that induced by a steady current of velocity ue
and a surface

wave winl its resultant sea bottom velocity ofⅣ。cos(甜)．

髓e filtered 3一D Navier-Stokes equations for incompressible fluids are adopted．The

subgrid stress is calculated by Smargrinsky model(Smargrinsky 1963)revised with Van

Driest damping function．A certain number of nonuniform grids are used in the wall—normal

direction to resolve the fine structure in the near-wall region(Zhou 2005；Zhang 2005)．
The boundary layer behavior depends substantially on two dimensionless parameters，

namely the Reynolds number Re。，硒akeady defined in the introduction and the

current-wave velocity ratio u。／u。．If u。／u。>>1，the flow behaves like a steady boundary

layer of channel flows．If uc／u。<<l，the
flow approaches to a pure oscillatory boundary

lay7eL

Previous studies(Vmori&Verzicco 1998；Jensen et a1．1989)have identified four regimes

of a pure oscillatory boundary layer：the laminar regime(Re。<100)，the disturbed laminar

regime(100<Re。<500)，the intermittently turbulent regime(500<Re。<3500)and the fully

turbulent regime(Re。>3500)．To manifest the effects of Reynolds number on turbulence

behavior,we have here simulated several cases with Reynolds number covering the range

from 1000 t0 3500．In the meantime．current component is simultaneously modeled with the

current-wave velocity ratio ranged from 0 to 3．The case witIl the current-wave velocity ratio

equal to 0 represents a purely wave—induced flow．
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3．RESUITS AND DISCUSSIoNS

3．1 Reynolds Stress and Turbulence Intensity

Here．we mean by“Reynolds stress”the large—scale Reynolds stress，i．e．<叫，w，>，where
U’and∥respectively smnd for the large-scale sgeamwise and wall—normal fluctuations．

and<·>performs time average of plane-averaged quantities．

Fig．1 showstheReynolds stressprofiles atphasesofevery万，6 ofthe cycleforthe cases

of different current-wave velocity ratios with an identical Reynolds number of looO．From

this figure．the following are observed．

●There exist two typos of Reynolds stress profiles．one being monotonic and the other

inflectional．When the phase falls into the interval【0，tr／2】or【3石／2，2石】，the

Reynolds stress profile is a monotonic curve with its peak value near the Wall．which

behaves like that of unidirectional charmel flows．TIliS is simply because the current

component iS along with the wave—induced velocity near the Wall during this phase range．

0n the other hand．the current component goes against the wave-induced velocity near

t11e wall when the phase falls into the range【石，2，37r／2】．This fact leads to a

inflectional Reynolds stress profile with an inflexion at a certain distance from the Wall．

ne peak Reynolds stress seems to locate in a range of 10<z／万<50，further from山e

wall than in pure wave boundary layers where the Deak Reynolds stress is below

z，万=15．

●The location of the inflexion of the second type of Reynolds stress profile varies with

phase and current—wave velocity ratio as well．After i协birth at the phase of石／2．it

虹aaually moves upwards from the near-bed vicinity till about Z|6=50 at the phase of

31r／2．Then．the inflexion disappears and the profile turns to a monotonic one．At a given

phase，the inflexion locates at a higher position for a higher current—wave velocity ratio．

●The Reynolds stress increases witll the current—wave velocity ratio at all phases．
●The Deak Reynolds stress occurs at the phase when current and wave-induced

velocity components are in the same direction．

蚓鹳翻购稠翻
蜘列妇稠稠码

Fig．1 Vertical distribuuonofReynolds stress atdifferentphasesofthecycle(Re。；1000)．

Solid，dot-dot-dashed，dashedanddot-dashedlines respectively correspondsto心／uw=0．5，1．0。2．0,3．0．

r and W’are the large-scale streamwise and wall·normal fluctuations，z is the wall-normal coordinate．
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Fig．2 Verticaldistribunonofturbulenceintensity atdifferentphases ofnlc cycle(for Re。=1000and

Klu，=1．o)．uZ(solidline)，☆(dashedline)and吒(dot-dashedline)respectively representthe

root-mean-squares of large—scale streamwise，spanwise and wall-normal fluctuations．

Fig．2 illustrates vertical distribution of turbulence intensity at phases of every 7r／6 of the

cycle for Re。=1000 and Uclu。=1．0，in which“：，‰，吒represent the

root—mean—squares of large—scale streamwise．spanwise and wall．normal velocity fluctuations．

respectively．It is seen that：if the phage is in the interval【0，万／2]or[31r／2，27r】when
current and wave—induced velocity components are in the same direction，the turbulence

intensity profile is basically monotonic with its Deak value near the wall；otherwise，if the

phase is in the interval【石／2，31r／2】when current and wave—induced velocity components
ale in opposite directions，the turbulence intensity profile turns to be non—monotonic and its

peak value locates at a certain distance away from the wall．It iS alSO noted that the peak

turbulence intensity of the cycle occurs at the phase when current and wave—induced velocity

components are in the same direction．

3．2 Skewness and Flatn嘴of Turbulelloe

Skewness and flatness of tIlrbulence are respectively three—and four-order moments of

velocity fluctuations．The former accounts for the symmetry of velocity distribution about its

expectation．while the latter describes the fiatness of the probability density distribution curve．

For a normal distribution，the skewness is zero and the flatness 3．A larger flatness implies

stronger turbulence intermittency．

Fig．3 illustrates the skewness【Fig．3(a)1 and fatness[Fig．3(b)】profiles of the streamwise

velocity fluctuations corresponding to different current-wave velocity ratios witIl an identicaI

Reynolds number．Fig．4 shows the skewness【Fig．4(a)】and flamess【Fig．4(b)】profiles of

the streamwise velocity fluctuatioas corresponding tO different Reynolds numbers with an

identical current-wave velocity ratio．It iS noted from Fig．3 and Fig．4 that both the skewness

and flatness vary wi血the tWO goveming dimensionless parameters．The larger the Reynolds

number or the current—wave velocity ratio。the closer to 0 the skewness and the closer to 3 the

flatness．This implies that the probability distribution of the streamwise velocity fluctuations

approaches to the nolTnal distribution with the increasing of Reynolds number and the

current-wave velocity ratio as well．In addition，it is apparently seen that the effects of the two

dimensionless parameters on the probability distribution of the streamwise fluctu【ations are

more evident in the near wall region，say z／6<30．
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Fig．3 Wall-normal distribution of(a)skewness and(b)flatness of strcamwise fluctuations for different

currant-wave velocity ratio with an identical Reynolds number．

№4 Wall-normal distribution of(a)skewness and(b)flatness of streamwise fluctuations for different

Reynolds number with all identical current-wave velocity ratio．

3．3 Turbulent Bursting Characteristics

Bursting iS a coherent structure in turbulent flOWS．It is a key mechanism for sediment

incipience(Nino&Garcia 1996)．111e characteristics of the bursts。such as the period and the

scales of the low—spe．七A：l streaks．in steady channel flows have been well investigated

(Robinson 1991)．And the dimensionless bursting period T+and the mean area of all bursts

per unit bed area A were successfully used to parameterize sediment entrainment flux in

steady channel flOWS(Cao 1997)．As far as sediment transport in unsteady coastal flOWS is

concerned，it is now necessary to manifeSt the two parameters，T+and名．in benthal

boundary layers．

Based on the large-scale turbulence databases obtained bv LES．we may readily extract the

dimensionless bursting period and the mean area of all bursts per Unit bed area by means of

wavelet analysis and quadrant 2 conditional sampling，respectively．Fig．5 displays the

dependence of the dimensionless bursting period on Re。and U。／u。．It is seen that T+

incrcases wi血both Re。，and“，lu，11liS iS difierent from that in steady channel flows，

where the dimensionless bursting period iS roughly a constant。independent of Reynolds

number．Fig．6 depicts五against threshold for different values of Re。and Ue／u。．It is

apparent that名also increases with botll Re，and％lu。ata given threshold．

(a)

Fig．5 The variation ofthe dimensionless bursting period

with(a)Reynolds number and(b)current-wave velocity ratio．
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Fig．6 The variationofthemean areaofall bursts perunitbed area

with(a)Reynolds number and(b)current-wave velocity rauo．

4．CONCLUSIONS

In the present paper,we have conducted large eddy simulation for benthal boundary layers，

obtaining a number of large-scale turbulence databases．Based on these databases．statistics of

tIlrbulence in benthal boundary layers are readilv acquired．The foHowing conclusions are

obtained．

●There seems tO exist two types of Reynolds stress profiles and turbulence intensity

profiles as well．The first one iS monotonic wim its Deak valHe near the Wall and the

second one is inflectional wim its peak value at a certain distance from the Wall．The

monotonic profiles occur during the time when current and wave—induced velocity
components are in the same direction．while the inflectional ones occur during the time

when current and wave-induced velocity components are in opposite directions．

●Both Reynolds stress and tOrbulence intensity increase with Reynolds number and

current-wave velocity ratio at any phases．

●The Deak values of Reynolds stress and turbulence intensity in an oscillatory cycle

Occur at the phase when current and wave—induced velocity components are in the same

direction．

●The skewness and flatness of s仃eamwise turbulenee in benthal boundary layers

fluctuate，respectively,around 0 and 3．And the fluctuations tend to diminish，especially

in the near wall region，with the increasing of Reynolds number and／or current—wave

velocity ratio．This implies that the probability distribudon of the streamwise turbulence

approaches to the normal distribution with the increasing of Reynolds number and the

current-wave velocity ratio as well．

●Unlike in steadY channel flows．both the dimensionless bursting period and the mean
area of a11 bursts per unit bed area in benthal boundary layers increase with Reynolds

number and／or current-wave velocity ratio．
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